TRIBOS FACT SHEET
TRIBOS® ALLOY WHEEL PROTECTION
Tribos Alloy Wheel Protection is a ceramic-based, diamond-hard polymer coating specifically designed to resist
brake dust, tar and general road contaminants. It makes cleaning wheels simple whilst protecting vulnerable alloy
wheel surfaces from degradation.
Once the wheels are totally clean the Tribos Alloy Protector is uniformly applied with a cotton pad. The coating seals
the alloy and turns from a liquid to a hard ceramic layer. Once cured, the ceramic surface is so smooth and tough
that any dirt or oil cannot stick to it.

The end result is great looking alloys that shine like new with a simple wash-down. Alloy wheels that are protected
from general degradation for up to 3 years.

For more information and to find your nearest stockist, please contact us:info@triboscoatings.com / +44 (0)1425 470850 / www.triboscoatings.com
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TRIBOS® Aftercare Guide and Warranty Information for Alloy Wheels
Once our professional application team have applied the WHEEL PROTECTION TREATMENT, the aftercare
process is easy.
First 24 Hours
This is the curing period, and where possible we recommend that the treated surface is not touched or
disturbed so as to allow the chemical bonding to take place. The bonding begins to happen immediately and is
90% complete after 3 hours. However, if possible during the first 24 hours:Do not touch the treated surface
Keep the vehicle dry
Next 3 Years
Wash your wheels regularly with Tribos Shampoo or an equivalent LOW ALKALINE shampoo and a clean
sponge. Allow to air dry or use a clean chamois to remove any watermarks.
Important Tips and Advice
Brake pad dust should be removed regularly as part of your routine wash.
Cleaning Bodywork
When washing your wheels it is best to use a soft sponge or soft chamois. It is also acceptable to use a high
pressure jet spray.
Warranty Information
The product, when applied by our own trained personnel or anyone licensed to act on our behalf, on a surface
that is acceptable to us, and is maintained in accordance with our recommendations, will not noticeably lose
its ease of cleaning, anti degradation properties and anti pitting properties during the course of 36 months
from date of application. TRIBOS® Alloy Protection will not protect against paint chips, scratches or other
mechanical damage.
This warranty is given on the basis that the wheels are cleaned regularly in accordance with our
recommendations above.
If this product fails to perform, our warranty shall be limited to preparing and recoating the affected area to
correct the condition. The correction shall be made as soon as is practical, at the facility at which the original
application was provided, unless otherwise agreed by the customer and Tribos Coatings (International) Ltd.
All costs of product, labour, and application team expenses shall be for the account of Tribos Coatings
(International) Ltd.
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